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Efficient diagnostics of breast cancer requires fast digital mammographic image processing.

Many breast lesions, both benign and malignant, are barely visible to the untrained eye and

requires accurate and reliable methods of image processing. We propose a new method of digital

mammographic image analysis that meets both needs. It uses the concept of spatial recurrence

as the basis of a spatial recurrence quantification analysis, which is the spatial extension of the

well-known time recurrence analysis. The recurrence-based quantifiers are able to evidence breast

lesions in a way as good as the best standard image processing methods available, but with a better

control over the spurious fragments in the image. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4861895]

The characterization of spatial profiles has a plethora of

applications, ranging from the analysis of turbulent data

in astrophysical images to the detection of structures

in medical images, like those obtained from MRI and

tomography. In the latter case, it is a key problem to

identify small structures in mammographies, which are

barely visible to the untrained human eye. Such struc-

tures may or may not be associated with initial stages of

breast cancer, the most common type of cancer in women

throughout the world and which is successfully treated if

detected in its first stages. Hence the identification of

small structures like micro-calcification and masses in

mammographic images is an important factor to improve

breast cancer diagnostics and treatment. We propose a

method of detection of spatial structures in images based

on the concept of spatial recurrences, which has been

inspired in similar methods used in the analysis of time

signals from complex dynamical systems. We show that

this method is able to characterize small structures in

mammographies using a relatively small computer time,

what constitutes itself in a valuable tool for the use of

physicians diagnosing possible structures related to

breast cancer. We choose this particular application due

to the capability of recurrence-based diagnostics to detect

small and barely distinguishable structures. However the

range of the applications of recurrence-based diagnostics

like the ones we presented here is wide and encompasses

many fields of applied sciences where image analysis is

important.

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital mammography is a radiological investigation of

the breast, producing a high-resolution digital image which

can be analyzed using computer-aided diagnosis schemes.1

Fast and reliable computer-aided methods of detection and

characterization of lesions can improve the diagnosis of

breast cancer, for it provides the clinician with additional

and quantitative information, so reducing the presence of

false-positive mammographies and the corresponding biop-

sies of benign lesions.2 In particular, it is quite difficult for

the clinician to distinguish clustered micro-calcifications (in

the 0.1–0.5 mm range) and masses in mammographies, in

such an extent that between 15% and 30% of such lesions

may be missed.3

The computer-aided mammographic diagnosis of

clustered micro-calcifications is based on difference-image

techniques with a set of suitable filters for signal extraction

like gray-level thresholding and morphological erosion.

Different techniques of feature extraction, like texture, size

contrast, shape, edge gradient, and spatial detection, are

necessary to distinguish micro-calcification from normal pat-

terns and image noise.4 For detection and characterization of

masses there have been used nonlinear bilateral subtraction

techniques.5 The likelihood of malignancy in both cases is

evaluated through using artificial neural networks.6

Given the current need of increasingly accurate, fast,

and reliable computer-aided techniques of digital mammog-

raphy analysis, new approaches to this problem are welcome.

In this note we propose such a technique, using the recently

developed concept of spatial recurrence plots (SRP).7,8 The

latter are based on the idea of recurrence plots (RP), which

have been originally introduced as a numerical tool to inves-

tigate dynamical patterns in time series.9 The basic idea of a

RP is to start from a phase space embedding (using delay

coordinates, for example) and compare the embedding

vectors with each other, drawing pixels in a square matrix

when the Euclidean distance between vectors is below some

threshold.

SRPs are extension of RPs to spatially extended systems

by considering space-separated vectors obtained from a given

spatial pattern at a fixed time. The spatial proximity of such

vectors provides a measure of spatial recurrence for a certain

pattern. We then adapted the recurrence quantification analy-

sis techniques, like the determinism and laminarity, to the
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detection of spatial patterns like plateaus, ramps, and disor-

dered structures.7 SRPs seem to be particularly useful in com-

plex patterns, which are neither entirely smooth nor totally

irregular.10 We applied computer-based spatial recurrence

techniques to digital mammography high-resolution images,

showing subtle details which escape to visual inspections.

We thus claim that SRPs can be used along with the other

existing computer-aided techniques so as to provide clini-

cians additional information for better diagnoses of malignant

tumors and other breast lesions.

High-resolution digitalized mammography images were

obtained from Ref. 11, which is a widely used access-free

site which purports to facilitate sound research in the devel-

opment of computer algorithms to aid in mammography

screening. Conventional methods for image treatment and

filtering as degree method, the directional degree method

like Sobel, Robert, or Prewitt filters, and Canny edges

method for borders12,13 usually have the advantage to mark

only the transitions between quantizations of pixels, but that

is also at same time a bad issue because there is a lot of tran-

sitions in an image that have no physical meaning. With the

Canny edge algorithm there is a control of fragments but is

not so easy to define a good threshold that do not eliminate

also the important elements in the image. It is in this context

that we can use the SRPs, with the help of the optimum algo-

rithm for the threshold it is possible to automatically get rid

off the fragments, and maintain the meaningful elements in

the image.

The method of image analysis through spatial recurrence

quantifiers we introduce in this paper is rather general and

can be used in a variety of applications, especially those in

which the identification of small and/or barely detectable

structures is important. Image analysis is extensively used in

biological and medical physics, like in MRI, tomography,

and mammography.14 We have used in this paper representa-

tive examples from mammographic images, for which we

claim that spatial recurrence-based diagnostics are at least

as good as conventional methods for image treatment of

mammographic images, with some possible advantages in

terms of the computer time required to perform the image

reconstruction. Given these advantages, recurrence-based

image analysis can be used in other biomedical image proc-

essing applications.

This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we intro-

duce the recurrence rate matrix description by considering

lines and columns of the original image. This procedure is

generalized to square blocks in Sec. III. Section IV presents

results of image interpretation of mammographic images

using block-recurrence analysis. The Sec. VI is devoted to

our conclusions.

II. LINE-RECURRENCE ANALYSIS

Scanned mammographic images1,15,16 are usually stored

in data formats like ljpeg or tiff, without changes due to algo-

rithms of optimization and/or compression. We have trans-

formed such images into K�M matrices with integer entries

1 < aij < A, with i ¼ 1; 2;… K; j ¼ 1; 2;… M, and A is the

maximum number of gray levels compatible with the image

format (for sake of comparison, in a jpeg format the num-

ber of red-green-blue (RGB) color levels are 256 for each

color channel, but in a lossless image file A can be as large

as, e.g., 65 000). From this integer grey level matrix we

extract strings of N elements, which are normalized real

numbers

xij ¼
aij � 1

A
; (1)

such that 0 < xij < 1, where i ¼ 1; 2;… K for fixed j or

j ¼ 1; 2;… M for fixed i, by picking up some of their lines or

columns.1 These strings form a spatial series

fxð1Þ; xð2Þ;… xðNÞg. The value of N varies from 15 to 25

according to the resolution of the original picture.

These spatial series can be analyzed by standard meth-

ods in order to unveil patterns of interest in the diagnostics

of mammographic images. In this work we propose the use

of a technique, called spatial recurrence analysis, that has

been borrowed from time series analysis: in the latter we

pick up two temporally separated events and consider

whether or not they are far apart more than a specified toler-

ance. If so, they are called recurrent, in the classical mathe-

matical sense of Poincar�e. Here we consider the time as

being fixed, and we interpret the spatial separation of points

in terms of spatial recurrences.

Spatial recurrences can be visualized by using two

space-separated points x(i) and x(j) belonging to the N-ele-

ment strings above. A spatial recurrence matrix has elements

Rij equal to 1 if jxðiÞ � xðjÞj < �, and 0 otherwise. In other

words, two points x(i) and x(j) are considered as spatially

recurrent if they are far apart by a distance smaller than �.
Two points for which x(i)¼ x(j) would be trivially recurrent

and add not much useful information, so that it is important

to exclude such situations.

This is performed by thresholding the recurrence inter-

val by imposing a very small, yet nonzero, lower bound on

the cutoff radius �min. This lower bound is responsible for

noise reduction in the final image, since small-amplitude

fluctuations fall below this threshold and are thus ignored in

the obtention of the spatial recurrence matrix. Likewise we

choose an upper bound �max for the cutoff radius. It turns out

that �min and �max play roles similar to low-pass and high-

pass filters, respectively.

The elements of the spatial recurrence matrix are thus

defined as

Rij ¼ H jxi � xjj � �min

� �
H �max � jxi � xjj
� �

; (2)

where H is the Heaviside unit-step function.

SRPs are graphical representations of the recurrence

matrix Rij, in the sense that the binary values in Rij are repre-

sented by a matrix plot with black (white) pixels when Rij is

equal to 1 (0). The use of optimized values for the cutoff

radii �min and �max is particularly important if we are to stand-

ardize the procedures involved in the recurrence quantifica-

tion analysis. If we choose values of �max and �min too far

apart virtually any point of the series is recurrent, yielding a

completely full SRP which conveys no information. On

the other hand, if �max is too small (or, also, if �max and �min
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are too close) there would be so few black pixels in the cor-

responding SRP that statistical quantifiers would not be

worth considering. We estimate optimal values for the cutoff

radius using a procedure we will describe in Sec. V.

Taking these cautionary remarks into account, it turns

out that a large number of isolated and scattered points in the

SRP is a strong indicator of spatial disorder. Conversely, the

presence of regular structures is a fingerprint of spatially

correlated clusters of points and thus of smoother spatial pat-

terns. From the point of view of interpretation of mammo-

graphic images, however, our focus is rather on the pattern

changes induced by benign or malign lesions.

These pattern changes can be identified through recur-

rence quantification analysis methods originally developed

for time recurrence plots.9 One of the quantifiers is the spa-

tial recurrence rate, which is the fraction of recurrent points

in a given SRP. Starting from a given element of the original

matrix xij we compute the spatial recurrence sub-matrix

between the element and its N neighbors (along a line or a

column) obtaining ðRmnÞij, with m; n ¼ 1;…N. Hence there

is one different matrix for each element of the original recur-

rence matrix. We obtain a spatial recurrence rate matrix as

qs½i;j� ¼
1

N2

XN

m;n¼1

ðRmnÞij; (3)

for a sub-matrix of variable size N�N and a suitably chosen

cutoff radii [Fig. 1].

The extreme sensitivity to spatial differences displayed

by the spatial recurrence rate matrix makes it a valuable

diagnostic tool for visualization of subtle pattern changes,

like borderlines virtually invisible to the naked eye, as

illustrated by Fig. 2. Multiple gray disks superimposed on a

gray background are practically invisible because the pixels

of the disks differ from the background by a small quantity

[Fig. 2(a)]. The corresponding spatial recurrence rate matrix,

however, is capable to distinguish the contours of these disks

due to the relatively small values of the recurrence rate at the

contours with respect to the uniform background [Fig. 2(b)].

Another quantitative characterization of SRPs is based

on a detailed analysis of the large and small-scale patterns or

structures: (i) diagonal structures which reflect similar local

behavior of different parts of the spatial pattern;17,18 (ii) ver-

tical structures (black lines) represent patterns which do not

change along the lattice, e.g., as it typically happens in inter-

mittency.19,20 For notational simplicity we will call simply

by Rij the elements of the spatial recurrence matrix.

Diagonal lines are structures parallel to the line of iden-

tity Ri,i¼ 1 and formally defined as

Riþk;jþk ¼ 1; ðk¼ 1;2;…;‘Þ; Ri;j¼Riþ‘þ1;jþ‘þ1¼ 0; (4)

where ‘ is the length of the diagonal line, occurring when a

segment of a given trajectory (in phase space) runs parallel to

another segment. Wherever a SRP presents a diagonal line,

two pieces of a trajectory have, for a given length ‘, similar

shapes. We compute Pð‘Þ ¼ f‘i; i ¼ 1; 2;… N‘g, which is the

frequency distribution of the lengths ‘i of diagonal lines, and

N‘ is the absolute number of diagonal lines, with the exception

of the main diagonal line which always exist by construction.

In analogy with time recurrence plots, we can compute

the spatial determinism (a term coined in RPs involving time

series), which is the fraction of points in a SRP belonging to

diagonal lines, given by

FIG. 1. Schematic figure showing the numerical method used to compute the recurrence-based diagnostic matrices from the image matrix corresponding to the

digitally scanned mammography.
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ds½i;j� ¼

X‘max

‘¼‘min
‘Pð‘Þ

X‘max

‘¼1
‘Pð‘Þ

; (5)

where ‘min is the minimum length allowed for a diagonal

line. Its value depends on N, and in our case a good choice

is ‘min ¼ 8. Moreover the maximum diagonal length is

‘max ¼ N � 1. As with the recurrence rate, we use variable

size sub-matrices (lines or columns) starting at each point

(i,j) of the original figure and obtain a spatial determinism

matrix ds½i;j� with the same dimensions as the recurrence rate

matrix.

Horizontal structures are equally useful in symmetric

recurrence plots, such that it suffices to consider those verti-

cal structures found in SRPs. Vertical structures are sequen-

ces of black pixels R½i;j�ð‘Þ such that, for a k-th vertical

structure, the inequality

Ri;kð‘ÞRi;kþ1ð‘Þ þ Ri;kð‘ÞRi;k�1ð‘Þ > 0; (6)

holds for the corresponding value of i.19 The number of black

pixels in the k-th vertical structure will be denoted as vk.

Vertical structures represent highly correlated strings of points

in the SRP, and thus their appearance signals the existence of

spatially coherent regions in the actual spatial pattern. Since

there are typically many vertical structures in a SRP we com-

pute the corresponding frequency distribution P(vk).

The spatial laminarity is the fraction of pixels belonging

to vertical structures in a SRP

ks½i;j� ¼

Xvmax

vk¼vmin
vkPðvkÞ

Xvmax

vk¼1
vkPðvkÞ

; (7)

where the minimum length of a vertical structure, vmin, has

been chosen to be equal to 8, as for diagonal structures.

Moreover the maximum vertical length is vmax¼N–1. Just

like we proceed with diagonal lines, we use variable-size

sub-matrices and construct a spatial laminarity matrix ks½i;j�.
The procedures described above can be used to charac-

terize pattern changes in mammographic images, but we can

further refine this analysis so as to obtain even better image

characterization, as it will be explained in Sec. III.

III. BLOCK RECURRENCE ANALYSIS

Instead of using line (or column) recurrences, as

explained in Sec. II, we can also extract blocks of N�N ele-

ments from the spatial recurrence matrix (N is assumed to be

an odd integer). The spatial series is then obtained from the

elements of these blocks, and the corresponding spatial

recurrence matrix can be computed by comparing the values

of the block elements with the central element of the block.

An example of the procedure is depicted schematically in

Fig. 3. Formally the elements of the spatial recurrence rate

matrix are given by

qb½m;n� ¼
1

N2

XmþN�1

i¼m

XnþN�1

j¼n

H jx½i;j��x½mþðN�1Þ=2;nþðN�1Þ=2�j��min

� �

�H �max�jx½i;j��x½mþðN�1Þ=2;nþðN�1Þ=2�j
� �

: (8)

In the analysis of block recurrence matrices we make a

local average of the elements in the original image, hence for

the spatial recurrence matrix obtained using Eq. (8) there is

no longer a well-defined interpretation for the determinism

or laminarity, as in the case where line (or column) recur-

rences were considered. The advantage of taking block

recurrence rate elements instead of line (or column)

FIG. 2. (a) Gray disk against a gray background; (b) corresponding spatial

recurrence rate matrix.

FIG. 3. Schematic figure showing the

numerical method used to compute the

recurrence-based diagnostic matrices

from the image matrix corresponding

to the digitally scanned mammography.

The first image shows the original

image and how we extracted blocks of

elements for computing the spatial re-

currence matrix, from which the ele-

ments of the recurrence rate matrix are

obtained (reconstructed image).
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recurrences is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the same recon-

struction is performed in the image previously reconstructed

by lines [Fig. 2]. Comparing both cases we observe a better

definition of the disk contours by using the block recurrence

rate matrix, whereas the line-recurrence has some loss of

definition in the contours due to the way we scanned the

lines of the recurrence matrix.

IV. BLOCK-RECURRENCE ANALYSIS OF
MAMMOGRAPHIC IMAGES

Now we are in position of using the block-recurrence

quantifier, namely, the recurrence-rate matrix given by Eq. (8),

to interpret mammographic images. The latter were obtained

from the database made available by the LAPIMO (Laboratory

of Analysis and Processing of Medical and Odontologic

Images) of the S~ao Carlos School of Engineering, University

of S~ao Paulo, Brazil.11

The breast images were obtained with a LUMISYS scan-

ner with 150 l-resolution. The original files are stored in tiff
format of integer quantization values. In the image processing

field, it is used the quantization term to define the values

attributed for each pixel,12,13 and it holds the light intensity

fixed for a specific channel of color. Commonly in mammog-

raphy it is used just one channel with up to 16 bits of quanti-

zation (what gives 216 levels of quantization) in grayscale,

what is very good due to the evident contrast differences.

However it is also possible to obtain a RGB processed image

using 3 channels with 8 bits of quantization levels per chan-

nel. This gives 256 levels of red, green, and blue, such that in

the sum the RGB have 224 quantization levels.

An original high-resolution image taken from the

LAPIMO database, in grayscale and scanned with 12 bits

resolution (yielding 4096 quantization levels), is shown in

Fig. 5(a). In Fig. 5(b) we show the reconstructed image using a

conventional method (Sobel filtering), showing a barely visible

edge corresponding to the actual breast contour. The use of

a block-recurrence rate matrix [using �min ¼ 0:0012; �max

¼ 0:03 and square blocks with size N¼ 25] yields a much

better reconstructed image, not only for the breast contour but

also the variations of density near the contour as well as a

number of internal structures, some of them very small and

barely distinguishable by naked eye from the original image

[Fig. 5(c)].

The ability displayed by the block-recurrence matrix to

detect subtle pattern changes in mammographies encourages

one to apply it to detect internal structures, an example being

depicted in Fig. 6. The original image, with resolution of

1012 quantizations [Fig. 6(a)], is reconstructed using recur-

rence rate matrix with 25� 25 blocks and where we keep

�max ¼ 0:0030 at a fixed value and vary �min from 0.0012

[Fig. 6(b)] to 0.0028 (bottom) [Fig. 6(f)]. As a general trend

in these pictures, the smaller the value of �min the better we

resolve small structures in the original image. Actually

the resolution is improved as the difference �max � �min

increases. In Sec. V we shall discuss a systematic method to

obtain “optimal” values of the cutoff radii.

In particular, many of these structures may be micro-

calcifications whose identification would depend also from

the expertise of a trained specialist. As an example, in

Fig. 7(a) we show a zoomed image of a region of the recon-

structed image in Fig. 6(b) (the best resolution we have got-

ten), chosen because there is a set of suggestive structures

that may be micro-calcifications, that are practically invisible

to the naked eye in the original mammographic image [cf.,

Fig. 6(a)]. In Fig. 7(b) another zoomed region of the recon-

structed image is shown, with a suggestive presence of chan-

neled calcifications.

That the decrease in the cutoff radius difference actually

improves the observation of internal micro-structures in

mammographic images is confirmed by the analysis shown

in Fig. 8, where the original image is in the top of the figure,

and the figures below refer to reconstructed images (using

block-recurrence-rate matrices) using different values of

�min, keeping �max ¼ 0:0030.

V. ANALYSIS OF CUTOFF RADII

A key question in applying the current methods to mam-

mographic digital image analysis is how to choose in an

adequate way the cutoff radii �max and �min. If their values are
FIG. 4. (a) Gray disk against a gray background; (b) corresponding spatial

recurrence rate matrix with a block-recurrence quantifier.

FIG. 5. (a) A high-resolution mammographic grayscale image from

LAPIMO database; (b) a reconstructed image filtered with the Sobel filter;

(c) a reconstructed image obtained from the block recurrence rate matrix

with �min ¼ 0:0012; �max ¼ 0:03, and square blocks with size N¼ 25.
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chosen too close to each other, we may have too few recur-

rences to justify a statistical analysis, and if they are chosen

too far apart (or if �max is too large) we may have a large

number of false recurrences. In both cases the reliability of

the method would be jeopardized by a strong dependence on

some arbitrary parameter.

We developed a systematic procedure for choosing the

optimal value of the cutoff radius. We choose two initial val-

ues for �min and �max, namely, 2� 10�6 and 4� 10�6, and

construct the recurrence matrix in such a way that two points

of a spatial series are considered as recurrent only if

�min < jxðiÞ � xðjÞj < �max. The spatial recurrent matrix Rij is

constructed from these values of �, and we compute the aver-

age spatial recurrence rate for that value of �. Since we are

treating here block-recurrence matrices, a convenient quan-

tity to compute is

OPTdð�meanÞ ¼

XK�N

s¼1

XM�N

t¼1
qb½s;t�

ðK � N þ 1ÞðM � N þ 1Þ : (9)

The next step is to increase both �min and �max by tiny

amounts: dmin ¼ 2� 10�6 for �min and dmax ¼ 4� 10�6 for

�max. We then repeat the calculation of the above quantity,

and so on. In this way we can plot the variable OPTd, for

instance, as a function of �mean ¼ ð�max þ �minÞ=2, as shown

in Fig. 9. We then choose the optimal value of �mean as the

local minimum of these curves (in the case of Fig. 9 the local

minimum of all curves seems to be circa 4� 10�4). Once we

assign a given optimal value for �opt we choose the refined

values of �max and �min such that �min < �mean < �max.

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) refer to the images depicted in

Figs. 6(a) and 8(a), respectively. It is a noteworthy feature

FIG. 6. (a) A high-resolution mammographic grayscale image from LAPIMO database; reconstructed images obtained with block recurrence-rate matrices

with N¼ 25, �max ¼ 0:0030, and �min ¼ 0:0012 (b), 0.0016 (c), 0.0020 (d), 0.0024 (e), and 0.0028 (f).

FIG. 7. (a) and (b) Zoomed regions of the original mammographic image

depicted in Fig. 6, showing internal structures suggestive of micro-

calcifications.
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that for both images the variation of OPTd was very similar,

such that we have chosen the same minimum for the �opt to

be used in the reconstructed images.

Finally we remark that the similarity between the

curves of OPTd obtained from different images is in fact a

characteristic feature of the scanner used to obtain the

images. As a consequence, the procedure we described here

can be used only once, as we obtain multiple images from

the same scanner, which saves processing time, and allow-

ing faster results.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we propose the use of spatial recurrence

plots as a means for detecting structures in digital mammog-

raphies which would be otherwise hardly visible. Spatial

FIG. 8. (a) A high-resolution mammographic grayscale image from LAPIMO database; reconstructed images obtained with block recurrence-rate matrices

with N¼ 25, �max ¼ 0:0030, and �min ¼ 0:0012 (b), 0.0016 (c), 0.0020 (d), 0.0024 (e), and 0.0028 (f).

FIG. 9. Average values of the recurrence rates as a function of the cutoff radius for Figs. 6(a) and 8.
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recurrence plots were inspired in the temporal recurrence

properties of time series that have been studied since the

work of Poincar�e at the end of 19th century. In fact the ex-

ploitation of time recurrences has led to a number of impor-

tant results in the characterization of the dynamics of

system generating the time series. A straightforward appli-

cation of this analogy to spatial profiles (at fixed time) cor-

responds to make a line of column scanning of some raw

image, and the results show promising results, unless the

boundaries of the structures to be analyzed are nearly tan-

gent to vertical and/or horizontal lines of the reconstructed

image.

A possible way to circumvent this problem has been to

use block-recurrence based spatial plots, with which it has

been proved possible to detect very subtle structures in digi-

tized images that are utterly invisible to a naked eye. This

property has encouraged us to apply these techniques to the

analysis of medical images, like mammographies, where the

early detection of cancer is facilitated by the identification of

small structures like micro-calcifications within the lipidic

tissue of the breast. Since identification of these structures

often leads to a sometimes alarming number of both false

negatives and false positives, it is our opinion that the recur-

rence technique we propose is a useful tool in the toolbox of

the physician responsible to the diagnostic of mammo-

graphic images.

Our method has been shown to be as reliable as conven-

tional image treatment techniques, but with a considerably

smaller computer time. This issue is particularly important

so as to give faster results to the women undergoing mam-

mographies (conventional digital image treatment takes a

large computer time to give good quality results). The spa-

tial recurrence techniques so proposed are not restricted,

however, to mammography analysis but can be applied in

other pattern recognition and characterization tasks, as in

micrography analysis, topographical exploration and other

applications which require fast computer processing and

reliability.
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